Supplemental information

for

“Direct links between hygroscopicity and mixing state of ambient aerosols: Estimating particle hygroscopicity from their single particle mass spectra”

1. Particle numbers detected by ATOFMS and concurrent CPC number concentrations during the HTDMA-ATOFMS characterization.
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Figure S1. Particle number concentrations in the outflow of HTDMA as measured by CPC and the prescribed GFs in HTDMA-ATOFMS characterization (upper). The concurrent ATOFMS particle numbers (hour resolution) are shown in the lower panel.

2. Peak intensity variations of EC particles as a function of GF

The nitrate and sulfate were internally mixed in most of the EC particles. Secondary nitrate and sulfate are the major contributor to the hygroscopic growth due to their high hydrophilicity [1, 2]. The signal intensities of nitrate, sulfate and ammonium in EC particle spectra are summarized in Figure S2. Noted that ATOFMS is not a quantitative method and the area of mass peaks cannot be used directly to infer chemical quantity in single particles. However the variations of peak intensities based on statistics of many particles can be used to demonstrate their relative trends [3-5]. In Figure S2 we present secondary peak intensities of nitrate (-62 NO₃⁻), sulfate (-97 SO₄²⁻), ammonium (+18 NH₄⁺) and EC related peaks of -24C₂⁺ -25C₃H⁺ -36C₆⁻ as a function of hygroscopicity. As shown in the figure, nitrate intensity increases within the GF <1.2 range, and then a roughly stable level was reached in the GF >1.2 range (MH mode). This feature is also present in sulfate and ammonium peaks. The signal intensity trends demonstrate the aging process of fresh EC particles with the formation of secondary nitrate, sulfate and ammonium. The signal intensity trends obtained here are comparable with the previous study, although some differences were noticed [6, 7]. Herich et al. similarly found the nitrate intensity increased with GF in GF <1.3 range before a plateau was reached [6]. However, in that study the sulfate intensity did not show clear trend with GF, which is not consistent with the present data. The aging process of EC particles is indicated by the intensity variations of other peaks in the negative spectra. As shown in the right panels in Figure S2, the negative peaks at -24C₂⁺ -25C₃H⁺ -36C₆⁺, which are stronger in spectra of fresh EC particles [8], gradually decrease as the GF increase, suggesting their potential application to indicate the degree of aging of EC particles.
Figure S2. Statistics of relevant peak intensities in EC particle spectra as a function of GF. The statistics from bottom to top for each GF: minimum, 25th percentile, median, 75th percentile, maximum.

3. Hygroscopic pattern of Al-Si particles

Figure S3. Average mass spectra and hygroscopicity distribution of Al-Si particles.

4. Average mass spectra of GF=1.6 mode particles.
5. Comparison of atmospheric visibility at Hongqiao and Pudong airport in Shanghai.
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Figure S5. Temporal variations of visibility at Hongqiao and Pudong airport from Sep-12 to Sep-28, 2012. The map shows the positions of Hongqiao, Pudong airport and the Fudan site.
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